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Recogn1 tion is given to a special class of delivery 
problem 1n which a particular product 1s supplied · 
"' on a continuing basis to a specified set of customers 
by trucks which originate from a central terminal. 
As typified by the d·el1very of home heating oil and 
a variety of bulk chemicals in industry, the delivery 
" 
locations in this problem have· storage tanks with 
fixed cap~c1t1es.wh1ch the supplier is responsible 
for keeping adequately stocked at all times. An · 
important attribute of this problem is that the users 
exhibit relatively stable demand patterns for the 
9. 
product. 
A heuristic algorithm is set forth which pt.oduces 
.-
a set of "fixed" delivery routes, whereby ·all customers 
assigned to a particular route are serviced whenever 
. 
any one of the customer's supplies falls below a certain 
level. The method attempts to minimize a total annual 
I . . 
• 
cost function b~.· giving weighted consideration to customers• 
relative locations, as well as their average consumption 
rates and storage capacities. 
A second formulation o'f the problem is presented 
which· is amenable to solution by existing "vehicle 
scheduling" techniques. Under this approach the set 
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of those customers whose tanks might run dry. 1f they 
are not refilled by the end of the day. Vehicle 
scheduling places these customers on ·routes, subject 
to a hauling capacity constraint, in a way that tends I ' 




the set of deliveries for the 4ay. 
· Several experimental simulations· are· used to 
compare the two· different approaches on a test 
problem involving 108 users of a 11quif1ed 1nd~ustr1al 
gas, The results show the fixed route method to be 
markedly superior 1n each of several s1mulat1ops having 
. . . 
different specified levels of variability in the· 
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I·- INTRODUCTION 
.I-A Back5r.ound 
Over the course of the past thirteen years or 
so several methods have been developed to solve the 
problem commonly referred to as "vehicle scheduling" 
or --"truck dispatching", The basic statement of this 
· problem· 1s·to minimize e1ther4 the total distance 
' 
traveled or, alternately, the number of trucks used 
in satisfying a specified set of deliveries subject 
to one or more of the following constraintsa 
(1) vehicle hauling capacities 
(2) maximum trip·· distance 
(3) maximum trip time 
T~e most frequently referenced approaches for 
. 
solving this problem are probably the heuristic techniques 
. 
4* 
-developed in_ the late fifties by Dantzig and Ramser and 
Clarke and Wr1ght2 • Other met.hods 1nclud·e the branch 
and bound formulation of Eilon, Watzon-Gandy and 
' 
Chr1stof1des5, Chapter 9, a tree-seareh method by 
Knowles8 and the rather unique technique devised by 
Hayes6 which attempts to emulate the thought process 
of an experienced dispatcher. In addition to the 
. 
literature describing: the many different techniques 
for solving the problem, there have been at least 
,. 
* Numbers refer to item number 1n Bibliography . 
, . I: 
•,:j .. 
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three attempts, in varying degrees. o~ depth, to compare 
' 
several of the proposed techniques.5,6,12 A general 
conclusion that emerges from a review of this literature 
is that the relatively simple and straightforward 
heuristic of Clarke and Wright has stood·up very well 
.against the competition over the years, It has compared 
favorably in 1 ts ability to find optimal or near op,timal 
solutions,5• 12 and has been demonstrated to be the 
most efficient of several methods tested in terms of 
computation time.5 Therefore, it is not surprising 
that Clarke ·and Wright's algorithm was selected for 
use in IBM's "Vehicle Scheduling Program" (VSP),? 
I-B The Problem 
• 
All in all, a 'Substantial amount of effort has· 
been devoted to developing the assortment of techniques 
which address themselves to the problem as formulated 
I 
above. Although a significant number of act<ual deliver~ 
0 ' 
. 
7 ~- ..... ·, 
. problems do conform, more or less, to the above formulation 
of the problem, a different formulation is in order 
for a special class of delivery problem which has 
. 
~ 
no~ previously been given separate recognition, The 
•. 
problem which is the topic of this study .will be 
· referred to as "the single commodity bulk delivery 
problem". 
The first salient characteristic of this problem 
1s the supplier's res pons 1b111 ty tQ determine_;: both 
i 
_ __,.---·- -··--- - -...--'-
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when and how much to deliver. The customer's only 
concern is that his supply of product never runs out. An 
) 
example of this situation is the home heating ofl 
business.· Since there are no customer orders, as such, 
' ' 
the_supplier must schedule deliveries based on the 
information at bis disposal concerning custom$rs' 
consumption ra·tes and storage capacit_ies for the product, 
It would seem reasonable to assume· that most suppliers 
<· 
· of bulk produc1ts 1n the chemicals industry· have access 
to this information in some form. 
The second important aspect of this problem is 
'the'stab111ty.of cµstomers' consumption rates o~er ~ 
some finite period of time, at least to the e:Xtenp/ 
that their' next s.everal deliveries. are required at 
appr<;>ximately the same intervals as rec~nt deliveries. 
This should not be an unreasonable assumption for the 
·. c_onsumer of heating oil, for example, whose consumption 
in a particular season of the year can be -predicted 
fairly accurately, based on previous years• experience. 
I-C · The Proposed Ap..Proach • 
The main focus of this paper 1~ the development 
! 
of a technique which 0 for the problem just described, 
. 
, 
attempts to minimize total delivery co~ts over a specif~ed 
period by assigning customers to "fixed routes". 
A fixed route consists of one. or· more customers, each 
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-serviced, The factors considered .in the. assignment 




average rates of consumption 
storage capacity for ~he product 
their distances from each other and from 
the supplying facility 
·' 
The costs which the proposed method attempts , 
to minimize are (1) the variable mileage cost associated 
with the total distance traveled over the period time 
being considered and (2) the costs of the stops for 
the total number of deliveries made during the period 
' 
in question. 
Of course, in reality customers cons um.pt ion 
. 
,. 
rates are seldom, if ev~r, perfectly constant, Therefore, 
the question arises w·1 th respect to the practicability 
of the proposed approach concerning how damaging the 
assumption of constant consl$lpt1on can b.e to the actual 
cost performance of the fixed routes when variability 
does exist. A series of experimental simulations were 
conducted to help answer this que_stion using test 
data for 108 users of a 11quif1ed industrial gas.· 
,·, 
I-D Vehicle Schedulin5 Formulation of the Problem 
I . I 
The problem being addressed can also be formulated 
in a way which 1.ends 1 ts elf to the type of vehicle 












·the· chapter. In this formulation the set of deliveries 
--·· 
on a given day consists of those customers whose tanks 
will run dry if they are not refilled by the· end of 
the day •. The vehicle scheduling technique is applie-d . · 
to this set of deliveries to produce routes for the 
,day which tend to minimize the total distance for the 
day, subject to a vehicle capacity constraint. In 
~ . 
this formulation of the problem, the total number 
. 




minimum by virtue of the fact .that each customer's 
tank is permitted to reach its lowest possible level 
be~ore a delivery is made. However, this approach 
ignores the savings which are derived by making 
deliveries to customers whose tanks are not necessarily 
empty,·but who are located close to the path which 
must be taken to reach a customer who does require 
a delivery. 
A second set of experimental simulations was 
c-onducted using t_he veh\icle sc.heduling approach just 
described on the same test data as used for the evaluation 
of the fixed route approach. ., A comparison; of the 
results for these two independent set~· of experiments 
provides some insight i~to the potential merits and· 
--
possible shortcomings of the two different ways. of 
viewing the problem. 
. ,·,~. ·- -~ ,, 
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II-A Examples of the Problem 
Real world examples which most closely 1dent1fy 
with the problem being discussed are those situations 
I 
in which a product in liquid form is delivered to 
customers' storage tanks from a terminal facility by 
·• 
:.· tank · trucks • Some actual . examples are. the home -. . .,, '.,. . . - ' ,; / 
heating oil business, the delivery of gasoline to 
gas stations from a pipeline terminal, and the delivery 
of 11qu1fied industrial gases to customers'- tanks. 
I 
. More generally, · the problem applies to any single 
. 
commodity situation 1n which (l)customers have specified 
maximum storage areas allocated for the pro·duct and 
. . (2)the supplier has jurisdiction over how much to deliver 
to a customer on any particular trip, so long as the 
customer's supply is never completely depleted, 
I 
II~B Factors Considered 
In addition to the factors just mentioned, the 
problem is also characterized by fa1riy stable levels 
of, consumption by the users of the product. This 
requirement is essenti~l for·a steady-state analysis 
to be appli·ed and 1s probably a reasonable assumption 
fo·r all of the' stated examples. The requirement for 
approximately constant consumpti'on does not prec'lude 
situations in which there is a trend or seasonal 



































behavior. Then the essential requirement is that-
customers' rates of consumption do not change too 
dra.st1cally, or that· t·hey move together in the. same 
direction • 
·. . I 
' \ 
··The costs considered in this analysis are. strictly 
out-of-pocket opera~1ng costs, including the costs 
of operating the trucks and the wages of the drivers. 
The truck ·operating costs include fuel, .oil, tires 
.......... ~-
.- •d ,.)..t 
and maintenance, The truck operating costs and drivers' 
wages are expressed as a cost per mile in calculating 
the cost of the distance for a trip. It is a·ssumed 
. . 
that each delivery· on a trip takes the same fixed 
amount of time, so that a flat dollar amount per stop 
is used to account for the driver•·s wages during each 
. 
stop on a trip, Then the total cost for a-trip ls 
expressed ass 
·total trip = variable cost x· total distance 
cost per mile 
+ fixed cost X total number of 
per stop deliveries 
' 
• 
. II~C Statement of the Problem 
• iJ1 , 
-~---· Having described the factors which are to be 
considered, the following statement .of the problem- .. 
can be madea 
• 
For a set of·_ customers at specified location~, · 
' ' 
whose storage capacities and average rates o-r 
c-onsumpt1ori are known., schedule del1ver,1es ~~ 
. ___ , . . .. ' ~ .. -·~ 
'--~·"·• .;.:-
] 
; .. ·. 











,f, ~- them on a continuing be.sis in a way_ that minimizes 
the delivery costs over a period of time, 
The only constraint considered in the problem 
is the vehicle hauling capacity, This constraint 
does not directly limit the nuniber of deliveries 
that can be made on a particular trip, ·because delivery 
• 
quantities can be. juggled 1n any way that is ecoriomlc.ally. 
advantageous. r.- A final assumption is that a sufficient 
number of trucks are always available to satisfy the 
deliveries at hand. This allows complete flexibility 
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III - THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The basic objective of the proposed algorithm 
1s to establish a set of routes, which, when followed 
over a period of time, will tend to minimize tHe 
. 
operating costs described in the previous chapter. 
• 
In general, this approach creates routes containing 
customers which (1) are located relatively close to 
each other and (2) which require deliveries with 
approximately the same frequency, owing to their 
· storage capacities and respective rates of consumption. 
I ' • • 
III-A Cos ts and, Sa.vin5s 
The algorithm uses the concept of "annual savings" 
' 
as the criterion for deciding which customers to 
place on the same routes, The annual savi1ngs (s 1·, j ,k) 











...... --- -----------------·- ... -.~---------------·de·r·1vec1. by serv1ng ·· ·two c·,.is tome rs on the same ·route· ··1.s·.;.~----------. ------ .. ·:-··a-... ,,.~...,..~ ..  --·- - I 
. J 
.. 
, the sum of the annual costs of serving them indivi-
dually on separate routes (1 and j), minus the cost 
-of serving them together on the· same route (k), ora 
• 
Each annual cost in the above expres·s1on includes 
-a mileage cost term which reflects the total annual 
variable mileage cost, and a second term which is 
the annual cost associated with the total number of 

























express annual savings ares 
p 
m =· variable cost per mile 
d = cost per delivery 
t 1= annual number· of trips required to I 
service route 1 
11= total Jength in miles of route 1 
n 1= number of customers on ~oute 1 
-.. 
f 
The annual cost to service route 1- is the total 
.. 
number of trips times the cost per trip ors 
o1 = t 1 (ml1 + dn1) 
--. ;~-
Substituting this expression into the savings equation 
,J ' • • • 
for two customers being serviced· individually on 
routes 1 and 2 givess 
' 
.•.p .. ·-
• ___. • '::. • L :_ • •• ; ·,~; ·• 
.. 
/· J 



















~ ·c-·,--.-~:: ______ ____ Then the .. annual savings. resulting_ f.rom the combination 
of routes 1 and 2, each having only one customer, into 
. ··-·-- -·- ... _. __ ., __ --- ------~ ~~ ...... ----- ------ ··- - I 
:"f 
t-he s·ingle route J is s1 ,2,3• 
The following example illustrates the way in 
J 
which annual savings are computed by the algorithm 
. 1n the processing of arriving at the final set of routes. 
·consider the following data for two customers1 
ae, 
Customer Daily Storage 
.................... _ 
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,• lJ . 
The ·calculations also require the following pieces 
I 
of informations ' 
Truck capacity= 5250 gallons 
Variable mileage cost= $0,35 per mile 
Delivery delay cost= $15.00 per delivery 
Finally, assume that the customers are on a ~ive day 
per week operation, which translates into a 240 day 
year. Then the annual number of trips required to 
service customer 1 1s1 
t1 = f12 galLday X 240 days/year 
1110 gal/delivery 
= 24.22 deliveries/year 
. , I 
Similarly, the annual trips required for customer 2 1sa 
= 24.53 deliveries per year 
The above calculations illustrate the point that two 
\ 
customers having very different storage capacities 
and rates of consumption can still require deliveries 
with nearly the same frequency. 
The annual costs to service each of these two 
customers on his own separate route are calculated· 
using t 1 (ml1 + d) as follows, 
c1 = 24.22(0.JS x (2 x· 497) + 15) 
a $8?89 per year. . I 
.. ;P•-.· 
;r <; ... ·.:_ 
.'} :• - .i:' , 
.. 
0 
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I . 
02 = 24.53 (O.J5 X (2 X 482) + 15) 
= $8644 per year· 
The third and final term in the savings equation 
is c 3 , the annual cost to service both cus~omers on the 
same route. When considering two or more custome~s in 
this manner, the one which requires deliveries at the most 
frequent interval, in this case customer 2, determines 
how often the multiple customer route must be serviced. 
This is true provided.the sum of the customers' storage 
.. ,.:J 
.. 
capacities is less than the truck hauling capacity, 
in which case a slightly different calculation is 
, 
required.~.J:So in this example 24.53 deliveries per year 
, will be required to service customers 1 and 2 on the 
same route and the associated annual cost iss 
'. 
03 = 24~5JfO.J5 X (49?+?6+482r + (2X15)) 
= $9794 per year . 
Hence, the annual savings resulting from the 
formation of a delivery route consisting of customers 
1 and 2 is expressed asa 
i • 
s . 
. 1,2 ,J = c1 + c2 .. c3 
=8789 + 8644 - 9794 
• $7639 per year 
In. t.he event that the sum of the storage capacities 
tor all customers on a route exceeds~he.truck hauling 
.. 
' . 
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15 
capae·1ty, then the hauling capacity is the limiting 
tactor in determining how frequently the route must 
be serviced. In this instanc.e the delivery interval 
is calculated as the hauling capacity divided by the·,· 
sum of the daily demands for all customers on the 
route. This is the only way that hauling capacity 
constrains the number of customers on a route. Its, 
effect on annual cost is, therefore, a.function 
of how it affects the frequency with which deliveries 
are required. 
When considering the savings associated with the 
combination of two routes, one or both of which contain 
( 
more than one customer, the calculation is very similar 
to the one-aqove, except that c1 and c2 now take the . . 
form of c3 in the example.~One added complication 
1s that it becomes necessary to determine the best 
. order in which to make the srops on a route, so as to 
minimize the total trip distan~e. The total number 
of different stopping orders for a route containing 
n customers is nl/2. The denominator of 2 says that 
a stopping order of 1,2,J, •••• ,,n is the same as 
n, n-1, n-2, ••• ,1, because the total distance is the 
same for both, 
III-B The. Algorithm Logic 
. 
The logic of the algorithm is 1llus·trated in 
the flowchart in Figure 1. The first three blocks 
i ·--
• • Q -
. - l -J-;....-..- ~~ 
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. 1Start 1 
l" . 
Store customer parameters, 
1. Customer II 
2, Storage capacity . 
). Avgo daily consumption 
----~,----------~· . • 
Store inter-point distances 
+ 
Store experimental parameters 
1. Truck capacity 
2. Mileage cost . 
. ). Delivery delay cost 
. 
,. 
,, , , . 
• 
Establish initial routes (each customer 
served separately) and calculate total 
annual·cost 
F1nd the two routes which 
yield the maximum annual 
savings when combined 
• 
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Total·annual cost= Total annual cost 
• 
• 
- Max. savings 
L 
! 
Find the maximum savings associated 
-with any two routes from the 










Write summa~7 report, 
1. List of routes with 




2. Annual costs to service 
routes 
Figure 1 General Flowchart of the 
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in the· flowchart 11st the data and parameters that 
are required. They are the same information as used 
1n the previous example. The procedure itself begins 
by finding a feasible solution, which consists of 
.... - I • 
Q 
each custo~er being placed on a separate route, Therefore, 
.. 
there are· 1n1 tially as many routes as custome~s. 
The annual cost is calculated for eacn of these routes, 




The iterative procedure begins by examining all 
possible pairs of the single customer routes to find 
the two customer route .which yields the greatest annual 
savings, The P.airwise examination follows the sequences 
~ . 
Route 2 paired with route 1 
•• 
.. 
•,." I [ ••• 




























so that there are n(n-1)/2 total pairs to be examined. 
After the first 1ter~tion the n~w solution will 
have n-2 single customer routes and only one route 
-
containing two customers.The total annual cost for .the .,. • 
----- - ---------=="'-
. : -new solution1· 1s calculated· by· subtracting the savings -· 
-~-----,~- -
·• . 









associated with the newly. :formed route f'rom the prev101l:S 
total annual cost for then single customer routes. 
Of course this gives the same result as would be 
,, 
obtained by summing the annual costs for the n-1 routes 
for the new solution, 
The second iteration is identical to the first 
· except that, now, instead of' testing all possible 
pairs of n single customer routes,.there are n-1 routes 
. 
to be tested, one of which has two customers. The 
solution resulting from this pass will contain eithe_r 
.. · ' 
n-4 single customer routes and two routes having two 
customers each, or there will be n-3 single customer 
routes and one route with three customers. 
This procedure is continually repeated until 
. 
no furt·her savings result from the additional com-· 
b1nat1on of routes. Hence, the routes at this stage} 
constitute the algorithm's final solution. The corres-
ponding total annual cost represents the cost of 
' ' . 
servicing the customers 'on the.designated routes at 
the specified delivery frequencies, assuming the 
daily quantities consumed by the customers remain 
perfectly constant. 
., .. 
' . ! 
i 
..,. ~ ·. 
" . 
.. -----~ 
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IV - SELECTION OF TEST DATA 
The fundamental question concerning the selection 
of test data for this study is ~hether to use hypothetical 
randomly generated data or to use data from an actual 
problem. The main a·rgument in favor of using hypothetical 
· data is that the results pr~s11mably would not be 
biased toward a.ny particular application., · Data created , 
b , 
in this manner would probably take the form of randomly· 
scattered customer locations having randomly generated 
storage capacities and arbitra-rily chosen consumption. 
rates. The problem with this approach is-that, in 
any real problem, none of these items are random. 
Customers are not scattered uniformly across the country-
side, but, rather, they are clustered 1_n communities. , 
. 
Secondly, in any real situation that fits the formulation 
. 
of this problem it should be expected that the storage 
capacities and consumption rat~s of customers have 
some rational basis for.their size. ·In other words, 
if hypothetical data were chosen for this study, it 
could conceivably lead to results which would not be 
indicative of any real world application. Hence, 
the data chosen for this·· study· is from a real problem 
for which· the proposed met-hod should find practical · · 
application if the test. results appear favorable • 
.. 
'!'he selected data .is from an application involving 
the delivery of a 11qu1f1ed 1ndustria,l _ gas from one .... 
--. -
. 
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20 
of a major producer's many plants .to the customers 
for which this plant is responsible. The particular 
.plant and its corresponding customers were chosen 
mainly because a significant percentage of the 
custom.ers' storage tanks are smaller than the capacity. 
,,,, 
of the trucks used to deliver the product, thus ·making 
them candidates for placement on-multiple stop ~outes •. 
This point is significant because in some of this 
company's other locations a majority of the corresponding 
customers' tanks are larger than the trucks used to 
· service them, thus reducing ,he desirability of combining 
' 
them onto multiple stop routes. A total of 108 customers 
. are serviced on a regular basis by the sourcing location · 
under consideration. The customer locations and the 
• 
. 
, , · distribution point which services them are plotted 
--
. in Figure 2. Reference to actual geography has been 
·omitted to avoid divulging tpe company's private 
information. Of special interest is· the way customers ·· 
are clustered around metropolitan areas. 
The inter-customer and distribution poi~t to 
customer distances used in this study were produced 
by a computer program which calculates straight-line 
distances using the latitudes and longitudes of the 
respective points of interes•t. The relationshins 
• 
used 1n these calculations were or~ginally developed 
.. 
. . -- .. ··~ .. 
,. 
to compute airline d1stancesl5. The res:ul ting stra·1ght-11ne 
,. __.-
-· 
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distahces are multiplied by a factor of 1.15 to 
approximate over the road mileage. The total number 
of 1nterpo1nt distances 1s n(n-1)/2 = ·5886 for this 
108 customer problem. The values for these distances 
are contained on a direct access file and are not 
tabulated here in the interest of brevity. 
Customer storage capacities and average daily 
eons~pt1on rates are listed ~in Table 1. The first 
customer is identified with a 2 so that the 
d1str1but1.on location· may be ·referred to as "l" 1n 
relationships requiring subscripts, The tabulated 
values have been altered from the actual values 
/ 
for s~curity-reasons, but they are·in the correct 
relative proportions so as not to invalidate the results. 
The values used for the remaining parameters: 
required for the study are as follows, 
truck hauling capacity1 
delivery delay costa 




$O.J5 I mile 
This data 1s used by the algorithm to find the 
· recommended del1very routes and also in the experimental 
simulations described in sub~equent chapter~. 
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Table 1 Customer Data 
Customer Storage Avg, daily 






- -2 2?0 2 • .5 ., :,: 
3 5450 37.5 .. 
4 6510 525.4 
5 2880 32.6 ~ . 
6 10000 397.4 
.',t• .? 6510 293 .. 2 
8 1280 .... 51-.0 . -··········---' .. ., ·-,. 
,,:, ....... ': .. :..__ .. ,._ i .:, ·: ·-, - ~-- 'l .,/ ,,, ·/ 
-:;, ·. 
9 J910 190.4 ,).--' .. · ,. '•' •· / 
10 1110 ( ___ 65.6 
11 2020 lOJ.8 
12 270 lJ.8 
13 1280 14.o 
14 2230 275,6 
- 152,5 15 2020 
16 2740 236.1 
1? • 4280 • 264.J -.~-. 
18 1280 23.5 
- 19 6510 1979,4 
20 ., 2900 104.8 
21 5450 782 .? 
., 22 1280 103.J ~: 
·,, 2J. 1400 117~2 I -~·,-.,• 
24 2020 46.1 
25 2)80 130.4 
. 26 8490 3017 .2 
' . 27 . 1280 20.1 
. 28 -2900 70.8 
29 1400 ~·39 .4 
JO 1110 11.6 
Jl 6510 463.1 
32 2780 154.7 
JJ 1280 11.0 
34 5450 778,6 • 
35 10000 L51.8 
• J6 10000 560.3 . 
37 10000 542.·2 )8 10000. a.a 
39 1280 19.1 
40 .560 17.4 
42 22JO ·60.9 
43 10000 150.0 
44 4280 72.0 .-:~ ,_, __ 
4S · ·560 .. -· 15.7· ·- '/ - -
.. - ·--· ---· ·- -·· - . ·. 
46 1110 · .. ;1.6 . . - ~ ' . . ., 
-· C -- : 
47 1280. 80.1 ~ ·, -::- :'. -·-:, 
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Table 1 Customer Data. (cont'd). ,,;; 
. \. ~:_.-Customer Storage Avg. daily 





48 22)0 68.4 
·,. 49 1280 14.5 
' 50 · 1400 64.'? ' l 1 
t 51 5450 236.5 fr 
t: 52 1110 61,9 ,. ; 
: 53. 6980 1159.8 t i~ 
\ 54 10000 4.2 
' 
I 
55 6510 89.9 
'56"' 6510 . ' "• .. . . - _, 4·43,J Ii 
51 6510 73.6 
58 1280 2·6.? 
59 1280. 26.7 
60 6510 4?4,9 
.. •: 61 10000 29.0 
62 560 8.4 
63 5450 73,5 
64 560 ?,O 
65 1110 '}34.J 
66 560 14.? • 
67 9160 311.8 
68 5450 270.9 
69 1110 .:.28. 0 
70 . 2380 42.0 -r: 
71 1400 57·.a . 
: ... 72 1280 68.5 
73 1280 18.1 
74 5630 122.J 
75 2?40 233,9 
76 1400 4J.J 
77 560 ?.J 
78 1280 ' 60.6 5630 • 256.1 -79 
80 1400 13.0 
81, 1110 93.1 
82 270 '7 .1 
BJ 1400 JJ.6 
84 2740 68 4 
• • ~ 85 . 2020 19.J 
86 5630 195.9 ·• ', 
. --- ~--87 6510 39.0 .. ·• 
88 5450 255.1 
89 560 . . 15.1 . ,_ -... . 
90 4050. · 215.5 
91 1280 1a.1· '. 
92 10000 ·-· ·I ?8.4 __ ,. 
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··~·. Table 1 Customer Data ( con.t 'd} 
' Customer Storage Avg. daily -~-·; ,,·, . 
number capacity consumption 
{5allons} ~sallons} 
1.;, ,. 
·94 4280 78.4 




97 5450 4J2.8 y 
98 8310 568 .2 I 
.. 99 1110 66,8 
- 100 1280 ;·.22 .1 ,. 
101 1280 35,'1 
.-· - ·:: . . . ,:=i._ i:f 
·102 560 17,0 
" 
•• • f • -~·. •• __. ·-~; • ::.. • 
' ·-
103 5450 568,J 
104 56JO 224,5 
105 6510. 922.1 
·106 1400 22.2 
107 8310 113.6 
108 1000 31.8 I 
109 8310 8'44.J 
'")_ 
• 
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V - APPLICATION OF ~HE, PROPOSED ALGORITHM TO THE 
TEST DATA 
V-A Programming. Cons.1derat1ons . 
,·· 
The proposed algor1 thm was written as a Fo·rtran IV 
computer program to facilitate its application to the 
test data described in Chapter IV. With arrays dimensioned 
to· handle a maximum of 200 cu.stomers the program 
requires approximately 125000 bytes .of memory to 
execute in an IBM J60-0S environment. It took the 
program 5 minutes and 49· seconds of central processor 
time to solve the 108 customer problem. 
Programming considerations require that a limit 
be imposed on the maxim-um number of' customers placed 
on a s~ngle route. This limit can be set sufficiently 
.., 
. . 
high so-as not to act as a constraint in the algorithm 
.. 
itself. However, in this application th1s·lim1t was 
. 
used as a kind of catchall constraint in lieu of other 
constraints such as the maximum distance a trip can 
' • / . -· 
be and the :rnaxit:1.um allov>1able time for a trip. Based 
on the author's knowledge of the test problem being 
used for this analysis, the limit was set equal to 5 • 
. . 
The reasonableness. of 5 as a choice ·ror the limit w-111 
be given further attention later in _the chapter •. 
. ·'-1 
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27 J• .c 
V-B Discussion of Results 
: The application of the programmed version of 
~1;,.;. 
the algorithm to the test data resulted in the 
formation of 57 routes containing the 108 eustome~s. 
I ' 
The initial feasible solution, consisting of 108 single 
delivery routes, had an.associated annual totAl cost 
equal to $310629, This solution represents the situation 
-
in which a truck makes a separate trip to each customer 
every time his tank becomes empty. 
Table 2 presents a summary of intermediate results 
for each of the 51 iterations leading to the final 
I • • • 
solution. A decreasing trend in· savings is observedf -
as the algorithm progresses toward the final set of 
routes for which the annual total cost is $226218 • 
. 
This represents a 27 per cent saving$ over the initial 
feasible solution, Note that iterations 2,9 and 24 
each produced greater saving~ than each of the respective 
preceding steps, This phenomenon is an inherent 
trait of the pairwise progression which when making 
a ... select_1on at a particular stage does not. consider the 
• 
potentially greater. savings of subs.equent further 
. ' 
' 
combinations, A possible modification to this technique 
which would help to assure that such savings are not 
overlooked is discussed in the final chapter.· 
Examining the customers on the rout~ formed at 
• 
each iteration .indicates that the.algorithm tended 
• 
·•· 
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Customer Stonning Order 
Element Element Combined 












52 47 50 
81 93 75. 89 
52 50 47 72 













82 ?6 · 
21 




















52 50 47 
81 89 93 75 
72)i 50 52 
-. .. ~ 
· -72 71 47 50 
52 




'84 83 82 76 
22 21 
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Table 2 (cont'd) 
Customer Sto212in5 Order 
Iteration Element Element Combined J\nnua.1 
Number Route a Route b Route Savings 
23 69 42 ,- 69 42 $1406 
I • -
24 101 · 69 42 101 69 42 1448 
25 91 62 91 62 ., 1297 
26 · 77 91 · 62 71 91 62 1290 
··- 4 
. ---·· -- - "- --.................. 
27 77· 91· 62 . ·7-3 ·73 91 77 62 1115 · 
'J 28 73 91 77 85 73 85 91 77 1012 
A 62 62 
29 48 46 45 58 58 45 46 48 931 
. 
30· 101 69 102 102 101 69 897 
42 • 42 . 
• 
31 20 11 20 11 826 
32 102 101 106 . 102 106 101 · 793 
69 42 69 42 I 
-.. 
' JJ : 70 41 . 70 41 790 ' ·-
J4 49 44 49 44 '- 681 
• 35 108 104 108 104 66? 
J6 87 80 87 80 648 
37 96 94 96 94 6J8 
;8 100 96 94 100 96 94 607 
• 
·• 39 20 11 18 20 18 11 602 
40 20 18 11 ' 29 29 20 18 11 506 , w 
41 3 2· 3 2- 482 
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Table 2 (cont'd) . I 
Customer Stor:121n5 Orde-r 
Iteration Element Element Combined Annual 
~--Number Route a Route b Route Savings 
-







45 70 41 64 64 41 ?O JJO 
., 
· 46 66 63 66 6J • 316 , 
• 
4? 33 JO 33· JO. 122 ' ' ' f 
, ,, J 
. . ·· - ·. ' -.. '. . . ' ' 
, 
.. r·:, '. ........ 
. 'f 
48 64 41 70 27 · 70 41 '64 27 61 ! i '1 
l 
49 f 32 25 32 25 J2 1 I l 
I 
I 
50 70 41 64 23 70 41 64 2J 28 
'·, 27 27 
I 51 66 6J 24 . • 66 63 24 11 
• • . 
Total Annual Savings· $84418 
'!'' 
·.'·, 
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to combine routes which '{ 1) have custome-rs located 
-close to each other, and (2) require deliveries with 
approximately the same -frequency. 
Table 3 lists the 57 routes which compri~e the 
algorithm's final solution. Not surprisingly, 
J4 of the 57 routes contain only one customer. All 
but 2 of these are customers whose storage tan.ks · 
~ 
are larger than the truck hauling capacity of 5250 
gallo:1s. The ref ore, 67 of the 69 customers having 
tanks less than 5250 gallons were placed on multiple 
stop routes. Whereas only five customers with tanks 
larger than 5250 gallons were placed on multiple stop 
routes. 
The total number of trips required annually to 
. 
service a route is obtained by dividing th~ delivery 
interval into 240, the total work days in a year, 
Then the total annual cost for. a particular route is 
the trip cost in Table J ·times the annual number of 
trips, ' 
With reference to the constraint which limits 
' 
a route to a maximum of five customers, it is 
observed that the shortest of the six routes having 
five customers is route.number 12, for which the 
total distance 1s 654 miles, 
. . 
Assuming an average 
. I 
· .. speed of JO miles per hour, the· total driving time 
would be almost 22 hours for this ·route. Adding two 
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29 20 18 11 
16 15 14 
• 19 
22 21 
70 41 64 23 27 
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49S,51 . 1 
. 25,.78 
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Table J (cont'd) 
Route Customer Stopping Cost per Delivery ' .. 
. 
Number --Order · Trip Interval ,j 
2.5 102 106101 69 42 $ J68 .89 . 26.72 days 
·,-.. 26 43 246.12 29.19 
27 49 44 261.39 49.54 
28 65 48 46 45 58 324. 74 24.75 
' 29 72 71 47 50 52 ., 398 .18 ,lJ.14 . _, 
_,,,. ·. 
_ ... =.:·~ . ;··· 
'f . 
~ JO 51 :· 242 .86 18.50 
. 
246.12 Jl 53 J.?7 
32 I 54 177.01 1046.?6 l. 
• 169. 41 48,69 JJ 55 
J4 56 169. 41 9,87 a 
35 57 169. 41 ,- 59,49. 
36 60 5·9 ·• · ~ . 186. 51 7.16 . 
3? 61 119.34 150.99 ..:,_ 
38 73 85 91 77 62 499.24 55,35 
39 67 I 98.85 14.0J 
,· 40 68 100. 92 16,15 
'1- 41 74 277.JJ .35,78 
42 81 89 93 75 475.34 9,76 
4J 90 78 · 419.87 15,66 
44 79 316.06 17.08 
l 45 87 80 429_.06. 84.01 
' . I i 
i 
\ 46 86 393.05 22.34 i 1 
--.. i 
. , 
• I i 
f 
47 88 445.26 17,1-5 ! i I 
·-:··· I •1 , IJO 
t 
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Table J (cont'd) 
Route .customer Stopping 
Number Order 
49 
. t . ,: ~ 
100 96 94 
... _ 50 99 95 
51 97 
52 98 I 
'. - .. . ~ 53 lOJ ,._ - . _.~. 
It. 
54 108 104 
56 10? 











Cost ·per Delivery 
Trip Interval 





















































of work·1ng time\ for the driver on this trip. Adding 
appropriate allowances for layovers and rest stops 
would surely make this a two or possibly three day 
' trip. The limit of .five customers 1s, therefore, 
· .. -
.. 
probably a liberal ceiling in this particular application. 
What this does point out, however, is the need to 
consider overtime premiums and layover costs in the, 
. 
route cost equation, so that the number of customers 
on a route and the length of time required to service 
() ····· it could be established on a purely economic basis. 
' 
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VI - SIMULATION OF THE FIXED ROUTES 
The purpose of the simulation analysis described 
in this chapter is to test the performance of the 
fixed routes produced by the algorithm when varia-
bility is induced into customers' daily consumption 
/patterns.The results of this analysis are the basis 
f.or the subsequent comparison of the fixed. route 
•. . 
b . 
approach to the results obtained by applying a 
"vehicle scheduling" technique to the same problem. 
VI-A The Role of Consumption Variability 
Information was not available concerning the 
actual variation in day to day consumption for~the 
. )· 
,. 
test customers, therefore requiring that hypothetical 
distributions be used to describe the daily quantities 
consumed. In the experimental simulations each customer's 
daily consumption was assumed to follow a normal 
distribution having a mean equal to the customer's 
average daily demand as'l1sted.1n Table 1. The standard 
deviation for a customer's distribution is calculated 
by multiplying his average consumption times a constant 
"k", henceforth refe,rred to as the consumption var-
1abil1 ty ·ractor. 
A specific value is assigned to kin each of the 
simulations 0 · For example, in the simulat~Lon for which 
k is set equal to 10.20. a.c~stomer whose mean consumption 
.~ 
·. ·,, I 
. - ~ . . . 
•.• ,., ,, ,_,._ r ._,;•••-•AH--..-~ ... '--- .. ----,---••••·--------..••••• --- ~--• 0 ! .... .;..., • ,•·•--•-,o • •••·•-
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1s 150 gallons per day has a standard deviation equal 
to 150 .. X 0820 = JO.O gallons. Likewise, in the same 
simulation, a customer whose mean consumption is 1000 
gallons per day has a standard deviation of 200. Hence, 
in a particular simulation, it is the value assigned to 
k that determines the overall level of consumption ; . 
variability. ' 
.7 . .• 
VI-B Program Logic 
The Fortran IV program written for this simulation 
operates in a time-slice mode, whereby each customer's 
t 
tank level is adjusted once per day to reflect the 
consumption for the day as well as any delivery received. 
A general flowchart of the program logic is give.n in 
• 
·Figure J. 
• The f 1rst four· blocks of the - flowchart 11st the 
data and parameters required by the program. Values 
I 
for customers' tank capacities and average daily demands 
are those listed 1n Table -.1, and are the same values 
as used by the algorithm to arrive at the set of fixed 
routes, The distances for the routes and the customers 
assigned to them are as listed in Table J, The truck 
. . . 
hauling capac1ty,m1leage cost and cost per stop are, 
once again, 5250 gallons, 35 cents per mile, and 15 
dollars per stop. The only input parameter that changes 
from one simulation to the next 1s k, the consumption 
variability factor, which 1s assigne4 values ranging 
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from o.o to O.JJJ. 
When the required data and parameter values have 
been stored, the program sets the initial level of each 
customer's tank. This is accomplished by selecting 
a random value for each customer from the uniform 
distribution having a lower limit of 0,0 and ~n-~pper 
limit equal to the customer's tank capacity. Initial-
' !J 
izing the tank levels in this manner helps to minimize 
the time required for the system to reach equilibrium 
·. The next section of the flowchart concerns the 
events associated with each simulated day •. The first 
task on a given day is to-reduce each customer's tank 
level to reflect his consumption for the daye This is 
accomplished by selecting a random value from the normal 
distribution describing a customer's usage and subtracting 
this value from his previous tank level, The resulting 
value is the level to which his tank will have fallen 
by the end of the current day. 
After reducing a customer~s tank~ level, ;attest 
1s made to determine whether the customer requires 
a delivery on the .day being simulated. The criteria 
used for this decision requires that a customer must 
receive a delivery on-a particular day if his tank 
level at the end of the day will be less than a one 
.day's average supply with a three sigma. n1argin of 
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demand of 100 gallons with a corresponding sigma equal 
to 15, then he must receive a delivery _on the day in 
' 
which his supply drops to· 145 gallons or less, This 
policy assures .that a stockout will, rarely, if ever, 
I • 
occur. 
When the tank levels have been reduced the program 
next reviews each route to see whethe~ any customer 
on the route has been specified as needing a delivery. 
In accordance with the fixed route approach, if one 
or more customers on a route need a delivery, all 
... 
the customers on the route are serviced, The next 
' ' . question, -therefore., is to decide~ how much to deliver 
.. 
to each customer on a route, in light of their respective 
tank levels at the time of delivery, This operation 
involves two steps, the first of which is to calculate 
the total amount of product required to fill all the 
tanks on the route to the "steady state delivery 
level". As viewed by the proposed algorithm,this is 
the maximum level to which each tan}{ on a particular 
route can be filled, such that all customers on the 
route have the same number of average days• supplyo 
,• 
• ~. : I 
This maximum level is limited by either (1) one of 
the customers whose tank holds fewer.days' supply 
than the other customers on;the:~·route, or (2) the 
truck hauling capacity 1n which case no tank 1s com-
pletely filled. The details for the.se cal.culations ... :i-
• 
, _,hi1r: . 
,._... 
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41 
are given in Chapter III, . 
The second step in calculating the delivery 
quantity to each customer involves decid~ng what to 
- do with the amount of product' in the truck which is 
I • 
in excess of the quantity required to bring the customers 
to the steady state level. Obviously, this step only 
comes into play when the first of the # two cond1 t-ions 
' •"'-! ' c> • )o. 
' ' 
cited above is in effect, In this event the excess 
amount is prorated among the customers in quantities 
proportional to the space remaining in their respective 
tanks. Hence, the full ·truckload of product is always 
.I • • 
delivered unle·ss the total available spaae in the 
·customers'- tanks is less than ti,.e· truck· hauling cap·acity. 
The upward adjustments to the·tank levels for 
. 
those customers receiving deliveries. complete the 
simulated events for a particular day. The program 
next checks to see whether the day just completed 
1s in the startup period, If so, the statistics gath-
ering and cost accumulation functions are bypassed, 
and the program branches ,to the start of' the next-
-<. 
• 
_.,,,. .. .,. .day. 
·l • ~ .. 
' .l -
If the day just completed is not in the startup 
period the program accumulates the fol:3:owing statistics 
for the days 
1 •.. Total number of trips · 
,2. Total number of deliveries 
• 









J. Total miles for each trip 
4. The quantities· delivered .at each stop 
5. The total quantities delivered on_ each route 
6. The total quantity delivered ~or the day 
In addition to collecting the above statistics 
the total mileage cost and delivery delay cost for the 
' 
, day are added to ~he
1 
cumulative .t9tals. At this_ point 
a check is made to determine whether this was the last 
day of the simulation, If not, the program branches 
to the beginning of the ,next day. If this was the · 
• last day to be simulated, the total cumulative costs 
are reported, and histograms are produced for the 
s1x statistics listed above, This completes the 
simulation. • 
.VI-C Selection of Startup Period and Run Length 
·As discussed previously,fach customer's tank 
level is initialized at the start of a simulation 
by selecting a random value from the uniform distribution, 
The purpose of the startup period is to permit the 
system to reach a state of equilibrium before the 
collection of statistics and accumulation of costs 
l . 
begin. 
~tartup periods o~ O, 10, 50, and 100 days were 
tested •. Statistic.a were collect·ed for 240 days (a full. · 
work year) following each of the startup periods. 
The.effects of ,the startup periods were gaged by their 
_). ,,_.. . .:·· -· . 
..• 
• 
. - ...... - ~-- ----- --- - ~ --·· . ' . ~ 
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impact on total annual cost which is the single most 
important result of a simulation. The consumption 
variability factor was set equal to 0.15 in all four 
of these runs, The results of the four tests are 
summarized in Table 4, It is seen that the total costs 
for the four simulations are·. -within O .52 ·.percent of 
each other, which sugges_ts that the system· is not 
far from equilibrium. at the point when the tank levels 
. 
are initially set. Furthermore,the relatively short 
central processor times indicate that execution time 
need not be of concern with respect to the selection 
of the startup period. 
Table 4 Results of Startup Period Tests 
• 
Startup Pe_riod Total Simulated Cost Computer Time 
0 days $2.J5884 29.34 seconds 
10 234665 29.85 
50 235477 32.32 
100 234982 37,19 
Based on the above results, a startup period of 
50 days was used in the experimental runs discussed 
in the remainder of this \l~hapter. 
The selectio.n of the length of the statistics 
gathering period to be used for the expe1·imental runs 
· ,., · · W$S based on the results of two test runs, both · of 















sumption variability factor set equal to 0.15. In the 
first of these runs statistics and costs were accumu-
lated for 240 days, the equivalent of one calendar 
year. ·The second run had a statistics gathering-period 
of 480 days or two years. 
The total costs accumulated for the 240 days in the .· · 
first run amounted to $235477. The corresponding cost 
for the 480 period in the second run was $468835, 
Dividing this value by 2 gives·the ·~qu1valent annual 
cost which is $234417, This agrees within 0,5 percent 
with the corresponding total €or the 240 day run, 
Based on this close agreement, 240 days was selected 
as the period to be simulated in the experimental 
runs described in the remainder of the chapter • 
• 
VI-D Results of the Simulations 
A::.total of eight simulations were conducted for · 
/ 
I 
which k, the consumption variability factor,· was· 
assigned the following valuesa o.oo, 0.05, 0,10, 0.15, 
0.20, 0.25, O,JO, and O,JJJ. The run in which k was 
set equal to zero is the case of perfectly constant 
consumption. That is, a customer consumes an amount 
which exactly equals his average dail·y demand on every 
day of the simulation. 
Then the run in which k was set equal to O,JJJ 
is the case of maximum consumption variability. In 
. .J 
this run a -customer's-daily consumption is described 
by the normal distribution having a mean (m) equal ·· ..... -:.,. 
• 
·' 
. '. . .. 
... 
·,. ._··.-, .. •:,"• ',.,.-.,; 'I' . 
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to his average daily 1 consumption and a standard deviation 
of k times the mean Qr O .. JJJm. Hence, from the Normal 
Tables, a customer with a mean daily consumption of 
· 150 gallons has a o .. ·0013 probability of consuming 
' ' 
less than 0.15 gallons on any given day. L1kew1.se, he 
has a 0,0013 chance of consuming more than 29~.85 
gallons, 
• 
A lower limit of zero is imposed on the normal 
distributions describing con·sumption rates to prevent 
the unlikely occurence of a negative value. The use 
·or a lower limit makes it necessary to impose a 
corresponding upper limit equal·t~ .two times the mean 
. . . 
to prevent the average of a series of draws from being 
biased towards the high side of the. mean. Therefore, 
in the event that a random value. is drawn which 1·1es 
outside one of the limits, the corresponding limit 
value is taken as the consumption for the day, 
In the first experimental run (k=O.O), a total 
of 1248 trips were made over the 57 routes during the 
240 days of the simulation. The total distance for 
these trips was 579459 miles which at $0.JS per mile 
gives a total mileage cost of $202794. A total of 
• 
.1943 deliveries were made ·to the customers on the routes 
at $15.00 per ~top for a total cost of $29145, ·Then 
the total annual cost for this simulation is the sum 
of these two costs or $231939 ,. 
, . 
. ::,,;tr' 
. l, .· 
. • .. 









Concerning the validation of the simulation 
results, the total costs for the simulation with 
k set equal to zero should be expected to agree closely 
with the total annual costs as calculated by the al-
...... . ' ' 
:.· ·· ..... 
·: . ·~; 
:,:'.... ., 
f·: 
gorithm for the same set of routes. As given in Chapter 
V, the total annual cost was calculated tobe.$226218. 
The difference between this value and. the slightly 
' : . . . -• -,.... . -
higher one ·tor the simulation is explained by the fact, 
that the one day safety stock requirement used in 
. •. 
the simulation was not considered in the algorithm. 
The algorithm considered customers' tanks to be com-
~ ' . . 
• 
pletely empty. prior to delivery, · which had the ef'fect 
of extending the interval between deliveries by one 
day compared to the corresponding intervals in the 
simulation. 
' 
It would be possible to have the algorithm take 
safety stock requirements into account in assigning 
customers to routes. However, since safety stock levels 
are a function of the amount of consumption variability, 
the algorithm would have to be re-solved for each 
• 
specified value of k. 
The·total annual costs for the eight simulations 
. . 
are plotted in Figure 4. The results· show total annual 
mileage growing by. 9. 7 percent as k is increased · from · 
zero to O.JJJ •. The corresponding rise 1n total deliveries 
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combine to give an overall increase in total annual 
0 
cost of 10.1 percent over the range of consumption 
variability tested, 
As an example of what happens to cause the higher 
f I 
·' 
costs when k assumes higher values, consider route 
. 
42 which is comprised by customers .81, 89, 93~ and 
75 (listed in their stopping order)·, ,The average 
.. 
daily demands for these four customers ares 111.8, 
18.1, 121,J and 280,6 gallons, respectively. The 
corresponding storage capacities of their tanks area 
1110, 560, 1280 and 2?4 gallons, Therefore customer 
·
1 8l's tank can.hold.a maximum of ~1-10/111,8=9,9 average 
days' supply. Similarly the other three customers' 
tank capacities stated as average days' supply ares 
J0.9 days for custo~er 89; 10.6 days fol' customer 931 
and 9.8 days for c.ustomer 75. Figure 5 gives a graphic 
· cpmpar1son of the tank capacities for the four customers 
expressed in average days' supply. 
Aside from the intended purpose of the example, 
the comparison makes it immediately apparent that a 
• 
much smaller tank would be adequate for customer 89. --
This assumes, of course, that he 1s to remain on the 
. . 
same route with the other three customers, 
• 
The figure also shows the tank levels of the four 
customers at the time of delivery ror the simulation 
I 
1n which consumption 1s constant (k=O •. o). The combined 
tank capacities on this route are s·uff1c1ently small to 
. . , 
... 
. .--.•; 
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assure ·that all customers will have their tanks filled 
at every delivery. Therefore, 1 t is seen that customers 
81 and.?5 both fall below the one day reserve require-
ment.on the ninth day following a delivery. 
From this information the annual. cost to service 
route 42 can be computed. In a 240 day year the route 
... 
will require a total of 240/9 = 26.7 deliveries. The total 
~ , annual cost is the totai nllmber of "trips required 
. . 
annually times the cost per trip, Therefore, with a 
trip distance of 1186. 7 miles the annual cost to service 
route 42 iss • 
annual cost.= 26,7 X ($,35 X 1186.? + $15 X If) 
= 26.7 X $475 .J5 
= $12691.85 
• 
In the simulation, 1 tself, the route was serviced 
exactly 26 times in the 240 day period for a total 
cost of 26 X $475,35 = $1235~.10. 
Next consider the behavior of route 42 in the 
simulation in which consumption variability was at 
.its maximum level (k=O.JJJ). In this case the reserve 
requirement is 1 + J X 0,333 = 1,999 average days' 
'".~ ·. 
.,. :·., 





Figure 6 shOWs the customers• tank levels -at the . . - - ..... ' 
time_ of delivery on four separate occasions. Figure 6.1---------~-·· ~-~/_-.···· 
shows the tank levels at the time of the first delivery, 
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-- .; Figure 6 Simulation of Route 42 With Maximum 
Consumption Variability 
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which was made on the sixth day following the 50 day 
startup period, In this instance customer"?5's tank 
was the only one that was below the·del1very .trigger 
level with a 1.5 day supply, In this example, customers 
I • 
81 and 9J both had more than a three day supply at the 
time of delivery. • 
Figure 6,2 shows the tank levels. at the time of 
· v:. the second. delivery which occurred on the fourteenth 
day. This time both customers 93 and 75 were below .the. 
trigger level, while 81 had slightly more than a two 
day supply. At the time of the third delivery, which 
~as ·made on t~e tw~nty-second day (Figure 6.J), pnly 
customer 93 had less than the two day reserve requirement, 
while 81 and 75 both had between two and three days' 
supply. The next three deliveries (not shown in the 
figure) occurred on days JO, J8, and 46, respectively. 
The final example (Figure 6.4) 1s for the seventh 
delivery which took place on day 54:~ Whereas, in the 
previous three examples the deliveries were triggered 
by either or both customers 9J and 75, this time it 
was customer 81's tank that was below the safety stock 
• 
level, 
There are two noteworthy observations· to be made 
with respect to this example, Firstly, it is observed 
~ 
that when several customers on the same route have 
. ~ 
tanks that ,hold neariy the same number of days' supply, 
(' .. ·:, 

























each of the ~customer-s at different times. Secondly, 
although different customers were responsible for 
triggering the various deliveries, the intervals 
between deliveries were the same,.eight days to be 
exact, for all the examples mentioned. Furthermore, 
this is the same delive;ry interval that would be 
-expected had only one of the customers, instead of three, 
. 
. been responsible for' triggering. all of the deliveries. 
For example ,suppose customers 81 and 93 had tanks 
that held a twenty rather than_ a ten day supply. 
There would then be virtually no chance that either of 
them would reach the delivery trigger level before 
customer 75, so that customer 75 would always be the 
one to trigger a delivery. Since customer 75 reaches 
• 
the trigger level the eighth day after rece1v1rlg a 
delivery, on the average, the route would still receive 
deliveries w1th·the same average frequency. · 
Of the total of JO-. deliveries actually made to 
route 42 in the 240 day,period simulated, 19 occurred 
. ' 
at eight day intervals. There were five deliveries, 
each, made at seven and nine day intervals, and one 
delivery at a ten day interval. This gives an overall 
average of very close to eight·days, 
. Further examination of the results reveals the 
be·hav1or of route 42 to be representatiyf, of the .... 
set of routes as a whole. This point is substantiated 
. _r 
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~by Figures 7 and 8, The first of these two histograms 
gives the. percentage . breakdown for trips made to routes .. 
conta,1n1ng 1, 2, J, 4, and 5 customers for the simu-
" -· ,. 
lation in which consumption was held constant (k=O.O), 
~ Figure 8 gives the corresponding breakdown for the 
simulation which had the maximum consumption variability 
(k=O,JJ3). Notice that the percentage of trips in , 
· each of the five, categories is nearly the sam~ as irt 
the constant consumption case. In fact, the percentages 
for all the multiple stop categories were actually 
lower than in the constant cqnsumption case. This 
suggests that the effect on frequency of delivery 
of having more than one customer on a route to be 
negligible over the range of consumption variability 
• 
tested, and for this particular se·t ·or customers, 
The JO trips made to route 42 in the maximum 
variability case had a total cost of JO X $475.J5 
I ~ 
"' 
= $14260.50. This constitutes a 15.4 percent increase 
over the constant consumption case in which 26 trips 
were made, This compares to the 10,1 percent·increase . 
. . ,, .. 
for. the se;t of ro.lJ.tes as a whole. The higher than 
average rise in cost for route 42 is explained by 
the higher ~afety stock requirement· in the maximum 
variability case. The two day reserve requirement 
in this case eff.ectively shortened the interval between 
' 
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. 
· having comparatively short delivery intervals experience· 
higher percentage increases in delivery frequency 
than do routes with longer delivery intervals. For 
example, a route whose delivery interval in the constant 
I ' 
consumption case is 20 days would require deli~eries 
at 19 day intervals, on the average, in the maximum 
variability case. This is a 5.2 perc~nt increase in 
··delivery frequency, as compared to the 15.·4 percent 
increase for route 42, 
Other statistics of interest for the constant 
consumption simulation.and the maximum variability 
~case are presented in histogram ~qrm in Figures 9 
. . 
. 
through 18, Figures 9 and 10 show a 16 percent increase 
between the two cases in the total. number of trips . 
. required to service the routes. Figures ,11 and 12 
. give a picture of how the trips in each of the several 
distance categories contribute to the total mileage 
• 
in the. two simulations. 
, 
Figures 13 and 14 present the total quantities 
delivered per trip in the respective cases. The full 
and nearly full truckload trips 1n the constant con-
sumption case are observed to be adversely affected 




var1ab111 ty ease. Figures 15 and 16 show how the reserve 
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The final pair of histograms in Figures 17 and:.~ 
18 show very close agreement, as should be expected, 
for the total quantities delivered in the two cases, 
, . 
! ·-· 
The higher frequency· of delivery and smaller delivery 
quantities- apparently are responsible ~or the lower 




_ In summary, the· results of these simulations 
have shown the only perceptible adverse effect on the 
frequency with which the routes required deliveries 
to be attributable to the required levels of reserve 
requirements in the various cases. The multi-customer 
routes did not exhibit any measurable increase in 
delivery frequency which would have been caused by 
' different customers triggering deliveries at different 
. times, This behavior can be attributed, in general, 
to customers tanks being relqtively large with respect 
to the daily amounts consumed, so that the trigger 
levels were reached, on the average, at the s_ame 
intervals as if only one customer on a route triggered 
it all the time. Caution should be exercised, however, 
in drawing general conclusions from this specific 
set of data. In particular, customers having rela-
tively smaller storage capacities, in terms of the 
-
number of days consumption they can hold, should be 
1-- ---
e:xpe c ted to be more adversely affected_ by consumption 
variabil 1 ty than · the test customers used for this study. 
' ' 
.. 
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Figure 17 Total Quantities Delivered Daily for Fixed 
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VII - SIMULATION OF THE CLARKE-WRIGHT VEHICLE 
SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
The approach to the single commodity bulk delivery 
problem set forth in the preceding chapters views the 
problem in terms of the storage capacities and associated 
• 
rates of consumptiorr for the designated set of customers. 
,j) 
- -
The proposed method also assumes the supplier has 
jurisdiction to decide when and how much to deliver, 
the only stipulation being that a customer's tank 
. can never be permitted to go empty, 
To the best of-the author's knowledge, no other 
.I . . 
. . . 
work has been published that identifies this particular 
• 
problem in this manner. As an alternative to the approach 
proposed in this paper, existing "vehicle scheduling" 
' techniques can be applied to the same problem, However,· 
to do so requires that the problem be viewed from a 
• different perspective. 
'VII-A Problem Formulation 
The basic difference between the two alternate 
• 
approaches is that vehicle scheduling treats the 
problem on a dynamic day to day basis, as opposed to 
the long term view ·taken ·by the proposed fixed route 
method, In this application the vehicle scheduling 
technique would be applied, o~ a given day, to the 
, 
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delivery trigger level, 
Then the objective of vehicle scheduling is to 
place these customers together on routes,~such that 
the total distance traveled in making the required 
deliveries is minimized. Vehicle scheduling ~oes not 
decide how much to deliver at a particular.stop, but 
rather requires that each-customer's delivery.quantity 
~ 
be specified, Therefore, in tnis application a customer's 
. 
delivery quantity 1s defined as his tank capacity 
minus his tank level at the time of delivery. In 
deciding whether a particular pair or group of customers 
• 
can be placed on the same route, their delivery quantities 
are summed, and the total is compared to the truck. 
hauling capacity, If the sum of the delivery quantities 
• 
exceeds' the hauling capacity, the pairing or grouping 
is rejected, 
VII-B The Clarke-Wri5ht Algor1 thm 
The vehicle scheduling technique employed for this 
• 
study is the heuristic approach of Clarke and Wright· 
referenced in Chapter I, This algorithm has been 
• 
demonstrated to produce nearly optimal or optimal 
solutions in compar_ative experiments.5 and, more im-
. 
portantly perhaps, it is computationally efficient for 
large scale problems g say 100 or more customers, A 
secondary reason for choosing this algorithm is the 
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• 
on the computer,· 
The basic principle of the Clarke-Wright method 
involves a progressive pa1~1se comparison of customers, 
which begins by combining the two customers which 
result in the greatest savings of distance traveled,, 
subject to the hauling capacity constraint. ~he savings 
associated with the combination of two customers is 
calculated as the total distatice it would take to 
service them individually minus the distance required 
to serve them both on the same.route. 
Consider two customers, 1 and j, who are dt1 and 
dtj miles from the terminal, and which are dij miles 
from each other. The total distance required to serve 
them separately is 2dti + 2dtj• The corresponding 
distance to serve them on the same route is ;, 
dti + dtj + dij. Therefore, the savings associated 
with the combination of the two customers is1 
(2dt1 + 2dtj> - (dti + dtj + d1j> 
. Then, canceling terms, the expression for savings for 
I 
the two customers becomes, 
6 ij = 4ti + dtj - dij 
"' 
' 
' The technique of the Clarke-Wright method 1s 
to compute· the .savings for all· possible pairs of 
customers and to comb.ine the c·ustomers on to routes, 
'· 
:r .progressing in order of decreas1.ng savings· until all 
..... , 
,, 
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must be tested for each pair being considered to insure 
that the routes containing each of the two customers 
do not have·combined delivery requirements in excess 
I 
of the hauling capacity. 
For example, consider the combination ·of hypo-
thetical customers 4 and 8, whose savings makes them 
next in line for possible combination. Suppose customer 
' 
4 is already on the same route with customer 2 as· the 
result of a previous iteration, and customer 8 is 
on the same route as customer 5, as shown in Figure 19. 
The sum of the delivery quantities for the four customers 
• 
on the resulting route, Q2 + Q4 +. Q8 + Q5, must be no 
greater than the specified truck capacity, or the 
• 














Figure 19 Combination of Routes Co~ta1n1ng 
Customers 4 and 8 
A final assumption of the Clarke-Wright-algorithm 
_is that there are a sufficient number of trucks avaii-
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·VII-C The Simulation Program L·ogic 
The experimental simulation runs described 1n 
this chapter were conducted using the same customer 
locations, demands and storage capacities as in the 
$1mulat1ons for the fixed routes, Again the objective 
was to test the performance of the a.lgorthm (in this 
case Clarke and Wright's) for specified amounts of 
variability in daily consumption. A total or eight 
u 
simulations were made using the same eight values as 
in th,a last chapter for k, the consumption variability 
factor. 
Figure 20 is a general flowchart of the Fortran 
·1v program written for this simulation. The procedure 
begins by storing the parameter and data values specified 
for the run, and then 1n1 tializing each of the·:.108 
. 
customer's tanks to a random level between empty and 
. . . 
full. 
The first simulated event of a day involves the 
downward adjustment of· each customer's supply to 
reflect the consumption'for the day, As in the fixed 
route simulation, this is accomplished by selecting·, 
a random value from the normatl distributio11 having 
a mean equal to the customer's average daily demand; 
and a standard devi~tion equal to k times the'.me.an. 
The same delivery trigger policy as used for 
'I . 
the fixed routes is followed to determine which cus-
' . ' 
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75 
every customer must receive a delivery whose supply, 
, I 
·r:;~ a given day. is at or below tlte three sigma safety 
stock level. 
The next section of the program, consisting of 
the portion of the flowchart enclosed by_ dotted lines, 
represe:rits the logic of the Clarke-Wright algorithm. 
The algorithm produces a set of rout.es containing . 
those customers Which are to reoeive del1v~rles on 
the day being simulated. 
When the algorithm has r·1nished, a check is made 
to determine whether the day .being simulated is in the 
I 
startup period. If so, the program branches to the 
start of the next day. If not, statistics and costs 
are tabulated, and a test is ~ade to see whether it 
. 
• 
was the last day of the simulation,· 
When the last day has been completed, histograms 
.are printed for the six statistics listed in the 
' flowchart, and the total costs for the simulation are 
reported. 
,P VII-D Results of the Simulations 
Each of the eight simulations consisted of a 50 -
4-ay startup period-followed by a 240 day period (one· 
. . 
,. 
calendar year) in which· statistics and costs were 
accumulated. These are· the same values as used for the 
fixed route runs. Having randomly initialized the tank· -
levels, reaching equilibrium should be no problem in 
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these simulations, because there is no interdependency 
' 
among customers as far as the times for deliveries 
are concerned. 
The total costs for the eight simulations are 
plotted in Figure 21. The results show that ask in-
creases from o.o to O.JJ-3, mileage costs grow by J.7 
percent with a corresponding jump of 13.1 percent in 
the cost of stops. The contribution of these two factors 
combine to produce an increase in total cost amounting 
to 4.4 percent on a base of $268791. 
The histograms in Figures 22 and 2J give the· 
\ 
number of deliveries per trip in the constant con-
sumption and maximum variability simulations, respec-
tively. A comparison of these two figures reveals 
. 
that a· higher percentage of the total del1.ver1~s in 
the maximum variability case .were made on multi-stop 
trips. This is explained, firs_tly, by the fact that 
~-
more deliveries per day were required on the average, 
making more customers available for possible combination. 
Secondly, the the higher reserve requirements forced 
delivery quantities to be smaller, thus re,ducing the 
chance for two deliveries, when combined, to v.1olate -
·the hauling capacity constraint. 
In the constant consumption case a total of 1?43 
deliveries were made on 750 trips which -covered a 
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Figure 21 Total Simulated Annual Costs for Vehicle 
Scheduling 
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distance per delivery in this instance was 69J249/174J 
. = 397 miles. In the maximum var1ab111 ty case there 
were 1971 deliveries made on 847 trips for a total 
. -}- ... ' . . 
of 719046 miles. The average distance per delivery 
I • 
·1n this instance was J64 miles, so that being able to 
form a higher percentage of multi-stop trips had a 
noticable impact on the average distance for individual 
deliveries, 
The. total trip distances for the two cases ( (Figures, 
. . 
24 and 25) show a slightly lower average trip distance ~ 
for the maximum variability case. At first glance 
J • • 
this is rather surprising, in view· of the demons.trated 
tendency towards multi-stop trips which would seemingly 
tend to increase the lenghts of trips. However, the 
higher incidence of deliveries has an of,fsetting 
influence, in that deliveries tend to be combined 
~within closer geographic areas, hence reducing the 
1nter-del1v~ry point mileages on multi-stop trips, 
• 
This influence apparently predominated in this instance. 
Figures 26 and 2? give the distributions for the 
. 
quantities delivered per stop in the two cases_ being 
,:1 
discussed. The higher reserve requirements in the 
maximum var1ab111.ty case we·re responsible for an 
11.5 percent drop in the average quantity delivered. 
The corresponding results for quantities deli,rered. 
per trip (Figures 28 and 29) ·show a· lesser drop ot: 
• 
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. 
4,6 percent _in this· statistic, owing to the increased 
ab111 ty to combine the smaller deliveries • 
. +he- histograms in Figures JO and 31 for the total 
-- ----- ---- - . . ., .· . . . . . 
. ----,---
quantities delivered daily show the averages and totals 
to be ·nearly equal for the two cases, as should be 
expected, However, the higher delivery frequencies 
and-smaller delivery quantittes in the maximum variability 
l, 
case have perceptible impact on the variance ot this 
distrj.bution. 
Finally, F·1gures J2 and JJ are the distributions 
for the number of deliveries required daily in the d;J~ 
two cases. It 1-s obseryed that only a slight increase 
in the variance for the distribution is experienced 
as the average daily number of trips increases from 
·, ,, 
-i 
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Figure 26 Delivery Quant11t1es per Stop for Vehicle Scheduling With Constant .\consumption · 
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VIII - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
· It has been shown how the "single commodity bulk.· 
delivery pr~blem .. can be addressed from two d1st1~ctly 
diverse points of view. , . The "v~hicle scheduling" 
.. 
formulation, as defined in Chapter VII, views the 
problem in a dynamic context, in the sense that no 
consideration is given to· relationships based on ' 
customers• long term consumption patterns, This method 
treats the problem on a daily basis by forming routes 
for those customers who require deliveries on a particular 
day, In contrast, the proposed "fixed route" approach 
views the problem as a relatively stable situation 
in which customers' demands remain reasonably level 
over a finite period of time. 
• 
VIII-A Comp~rispn of Simulation Results 
The simulations discussed in the two preceding 
I 
chapters form the basis for a quantitative comparison 
of these two alternate methods, as applied to actual 
data for 108 cus~omers, 
The total ann.ual costs for the simulations, 
plotted in Figure J4, show how the two methods compare 
/ 
over the range of consumption variability tested. 
It 1s first noted that the total cost ·or stops for 
-
each of the e 1ght vehicle scheduling cases represents 
an absolute·m1n1mum number of stops for the specified 
; 
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is true because, in the vehicle sc.heduling formulation 
of t.he problem, customers only receive deliveries 
when their individual tanks reach the minimum allowa,ble 
levels, as determined by the reserve requirement policy, 
It is interesting, therefore, that the stopping costs 
for the, fixed route algorithm, which puts the costs 
of stops in proper perspective with_total costs, , 
were, at worst, only 11 percent higher than the 
absolute minimums. 
' 
The explanation for the more rapid increase 1n 
the number of stops required•for the fixed routes 
as consumption var1~b111ty increased is that the frequency 
of delivery for every c~stomer on a route is as adversely 
affected as t.he customer having the .highest frequency 
of delivery. Whereas, 1n the vehicle scheduling approach 
each customer's growth in delivery frequency is independent 
of all other customers, 1 
An examination of the total simulated·mileage 
costs for the two methods (Figure J4.2) provides the 
-
needed economic justification for the additional stops 
, . required by the fixed _· route)s. For ... the values assigned 
.. 
to the variable costs ($.35 per mile and .$15.00 per stop), 
it is seen ·that stopping costs account for roughly 
12 percent of the total costs, as determined by the 
method used to solve the .. problem and the level of 
consumption variability, The results say, in effe-c-t, _____ --
., 
. ' . 
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that the added se-opp1ng -costs for the fixed routes 
are substantially outweighed by the savings in mileage· 
costs which are derived from the properly weighted 
emphasis placed by the method on the frequency with 
I ' 
which customers require deliveries. 
Several factor~ are responsible for the different 
rates of growth in mileage costs for ,the two methods, · 
as a function of the level consumption variability. 
In the ease of the fixed routes, the accelerating 
rise in mileage is exclusively attributable to the 
increased frequencr with which routes must be serviced 
. . 
as larger pereentages of available· storage are required 
for safety stocks. As explained in detail in Chapter VI, ·· 
the specification of safety stock levels is based on 
the amount of consumption variab111~y present, 
such that the proba_b111ty of a stockout is virtually 
zero.· 
The slower rise 1n mileage costs for the 
vehicle scheduling approach stems from the formation 
of more combined shipments as the incidence of 
-· ,. 
deliveries becomes greater and delivery quantities 
. . 
grow smaller, As fully explained in Chapter VII, 
the combined effect of these factors results in a 
net reduction in the average distance per delivery. 
.. 
.. 
,, •• ,: I • 
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Then the total annual cost for a simulation, obtained 
' by summing the total cost of stops and mileage cost, provides, 
the most meaningful measure of comparison for the two methods • 
For both methods, the contributions of rising mile-age costs 
and costs of stops combine to produce accelerated growth in 
·-
the respective total costs for increasing values of consumption 
• 
var1ab111 ty. The total costs for the two methods show a 
declining marg1n·or superiority for the fixed routes with 
'" . 
increasing levels of consumption variability. The 13.7 percent· 
advantage exhibited.by the fixed routes in the simulation for 
-which consumption was perfectly constant drops to a 9,2 percent 
~edge in the case having the hig}'l~st consumption var1abil1 ty. 
• • 
-
To turn from the discussion of costs, other statistical 
. 
results from the simulations are given by the histograms 
in Chapters VI and VII. These histograms give t~e results 
' 
for the two simulations of the respectiv·e methods 1n which 
.consumption was held constant and for the two having the 
highest amount of consumption variability. For example, 
1t 1s seen that fixed route solution resulted in more 
customers being served per trip, on the average, then 
did the vehicle scheduling approach (Figures 7 ,8 ,22 ,·and 2J). 
·conversely, the trip distances averaged 45 to 64 
miles less for the .fixed .routes (Fig-µres 11, 12, ... , 
24, and 25). 
As should be expected, vehicle scheduling exhibited 
-
·larger delivery quantities to individual customers 
• 









than the fixed routes (Figllres 1·5 ,.16-,26, and 27), 
the average quantity being 11 percent greater in both 
t,he case of constant consilmption and the case for 
the highest consumption variability. However, ·with 
respect to the tc:,tal quantities delivered on entire,_ 
trips, the fixed routes displayed a. 5093 to 46?0 gallon 
' 
advantage in the constant consumption case (Figures lJ 
and 28), but vehicle scheduling gained the edge in the 
maximum; variability case with a 445·6 to 4391 gallon 
per trip advantage (Figures 14 and 29), This reversal 
I •• 
is explained partly by the fixed route method's inability 
to add more customers onto routes as maximum potential 
delivery quantities decreased due to higher reserve 
requirements. This, however, is not to be interpreted· 
. . 
. , 
as an inherent weakness in the method, since it would 
have been possible to solve for a different set of 
routes for each of the eig~"tt levels of reserve 
requirements. 
Other factors which contributed to this reversal were 
. . 
the relatively higher incidence of deliveries· and smaller 
delivery quantities in the vehicle scheduling cases 
having the higher amounts of consumption variability .• 
The combined effect of -these factors increased the 
chances for combining deliveries. · Hence, some of the 
potentially low trip quantities were combined onto 
multi-stop trips •. 
"!"·''."·1·,..,', • 
'. , .• 
• 
.. 
.... ·' .. 

















As expected, there was very_ close agreement 1n 
the average daily delivery quantities and total annual· · 
. ~ 
delivery quantities in the simulations for both 
methods (Figures 17,18, JO, and Jl), However, note 
the higher variances in daily delivery q·uantities for 
the fixed routes, This is explained by the corresponding 
higher variance in t·he daily number of trips demonstrated 
by the fixed routes. 
VIII-B 
• 1 
Extensions to the Route Cost Equation 
One attractive feature of the proposed fixed 
route approach is its ability to handle as complicated 
a cost equation as is necessary to accurately describe 
the problem. Although the variable operating expenses 
-used in the calculation of route costs for this study· 
are the most obvious costs to be considered, they 
are ~Y no means the only costs which are dependent 
I . 
on distance, the number of stops and the amount of 
time it takes to make deliveries, 
In the specific application used for the test 
problem, the lengthy distances for some of the fixed 
routes point up the need to consider such items as 
overtime and layover costs •. The inclusion .of these 
costs would assure that routes of exces·sive length 
were economically justifiable. A bene.fit of being 
... !· 
able to·· include these kinds of costs is that they . 
avoid the need to impose arbitrary constraints on 
• 
. "•··.·.···"!",.,,. . 
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the maximum distance or travel time for a route. 
Another extension to the cost equation would be 
r 
the ·consideration of capital costs of hauling 
'' . 
equipment. It would pose no particular problem to 
include a factor dependent on the service time and/or , .. 
distance for a route which would represent theldepreciat1on 
or lease cost for the equipment used. The effect would 
be to insure that the total number of trucks would be 
minimized to the extent that total cost would benefit. 
VIII-C Storage Tank Sizes 
$ 
• 
Another cost that might be considered 1n some 
applications is the investment in storage tanks located 
at the various customers. The relevance of this cost 
• 
depends, of course, on whether the· supplier or the 
customer bears the burden of the investmente In any 
case, the algorithm could be applied to the problem 
I 
of deciding what size tank to install at a new customer .. 
entering the system. This could be accomplished 
by examing the effects of' different size tanks on the 
way the algorithm chose to place ·the new customer on 
various possible routes, and then examining the tradeoffs 
between .route servicing costs and the investment costs for 
the various size tanks. 
VIII-D An· Extension to the Pairwise Exam.1nat1on of Routes 
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algorithm could conceivably be improved upon by such 
concepts as used in Tillman and Cochran's extension. 
to the Clark-Wright algori trun13. As applied to the 
proposed algori thlµ, this would. mean that, at· any stage, 
instead of combining the the two routes which yield 
the highest savings, the two routes would be selected 
which allow a second pairing to be made, such that 
& 
the sum of the savings for the two pairings is largest, 
VIII-E Skipping Deliveries ... 
Another possible extension to the algorithm concerns 
a relaxation of the requirement that every customer 
on a route must receive a delivery whenever the route is 
serviced. It is not inconsistent with the fixed route 
concept of the problem to specify that customers with 
. 
~ low rates of consumption, relative to others on the 
same route, receive a delivery, say every second, third, 
or ~ourth time the route as a whole is serviced, 
The example of route 1~2, given in Chapter VI is a 
. -
perfect illustration. In this exampl.e 1 t would obviously 
be economic~lly advantageous to-stop at customer 89 
on every third trip over the route, thus avoiding 
the out of the way- mileage and delivery cost to him 
,. 
1n two out of every three trip·s. Hence, 1t could 
... 
prove advantageous to have the algorithm consider 
delivery on alternate trips when calculating the 
savings -associated with the possible ~omb1;nat1on of two routes. 
• 
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VIII-F General Conclusions 
' The key question concerning tbe fixed route technique's 
appropriateness in a specific application is the rather· 
nebulous issue of system stability. That 1s, do the 
customers' demands or consumption rates remain 
relatively stable over a sufficient period .of time to 
justify the use o~ the fixed route concept? A "sufficient" 
period of time might mean a month or a year, depenfring 
on the application. The essential requirement is 
that relative stability can be expected for at least 
several deliveries following the establishment of the 
routes, • 
It is also conceivable that in some applications 
~ . 
a large percentage of the customers have stable demand 
patterns, but others are too erratic. to predict. The 
question then becomes one of determining whether the 
erratic users can be treated as exceptions, 
The complexities of the1relat1onsh1ps between 
the many factors which underly the relative performance 
of alternate approaches to the problem, as defined, 
make it seem rather futile to make statements concerning 
( 
the general applicability of one method versus another. 
However, there are at least a couple of observations 
that can be·made with respect to the test data used 
for this study which might provide some insight into 
th~ general cha1'8.cteristics that make a particular 
application amenable to the fixed route approa~h. 
.. 














The most obvious influential factor 1s the rela.tive 
contribution of each of the cost components. In this· 
particular test problem the predominance of mileage. 
costs overshadowed the higher number of st(?pS associated 
with the fixed routes. However, this need not necessarily 
be the case in general. Either the variable costs, 
themselves, or distances of customers from the point 
of supply can influence the relative contributions of these 
two .cost components. Then, in general, the fixed 
route approach might be expected to perform most 
favorably 1n instances where•mileage costs account 
for a larger percentage of total costs than do stopping 
. , 
costs. 
A second general characteristic of the customer 
data used for this study concerns the ratios of 
,~ customers' storage capacities to their respective 
p 
rates of consumption. For ttie most part the customers' 
tanks held at least a several day supply of product. 
This meant that day to day variations 1n demand were 
sufficiently smoothed, so that the intervals between 
-·--
de 11 ve r 1 es were not severely penalized by having several 
customers on the same route. This gene'ral characteristic 
~' . 
'might. also be expected to prevail in the other examples 
of ·the bulk delivery problem cited in the Introduction. 
The final general observation to be made concerns 
the general relationship between customers' respective 
) 
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locations arid their required frequencies of deliveries. 
Although this relationship is difficult to quantify, 
the existence of customers in compact geographic areas 
who require deliveries with nearly the same frequency 
. . . I ' 
certainly has intuitive appeal with respect to-the 
'applicability of the_ fixed route concept. 
.. 
The size 
of deliveries wi-t.h respect to hauling· capacity and 1 
. 
' 
the overall geographic density of delivery points 
per square m_ile night be of 1ir.portance in this general 
relationship. 
As a final comment, a strong endorsement is made 
• • 
for the use of simulation as the m·ost realistic means 
of evaluating alternate methods of approach in any 
specific application of the problem defined in this 
paper. Although a specific application 'can be subjectively 
classified as fitting the description of the.problem, 
the. complex relationships wh··1ch underly the relative 
performances of alternate methods of solution would 
seem to demand the use of simulation, on a case by 
case basis,· to establish the superiority of a. parti9ular 
.method. 
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